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Enrollment at SJSU has taken
other expected drop this spring
not enough to require a
versity "payback" to the state,
fording to administration ofis is.
Figures released by Acting
ecutive Vice President Ellen
aver, show 1,130 fewer students
istered this year than last.
More importantly for budget
tsideration, SJSU enrolled 691
(.er "full-time equivalent"
dents ihan last spring.
FTE is arrived at by taking the
aI student population and dividing

’ay raises
lassed by
ommittee

by IS. FTE is the basis used for
budget allocations to the university.
According to Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns, the drop
was expected and not enough to
require a "payback" in faculty
positions to the state.
"We had to get about 18,327 FTE
this semester to avoid the payback,"

"The governor’s troops will
me out of the woodwork" in
nate Finance to oppose S.B. 91,
accarone predicted.
A representative of the
ilifornia
State
Employees
(sociation testified in favor of the
"It’s bound to be tough" to pass
retroactive pay raise bill out of
!nate Finance, said Keith Hearn, a
okesman for the association.
The bill’s hopes are "brighter"
ow because of a state Supreme
lourt ruling saying local governlo ent employees must receive
!gotiated pay raises that were
!nied after Prop. 13 passed last
me. Hearn said.
State employees also had pay
creases vetoed by the governor
at fall: a raise of 2.5 percent.
James Jensen, lobbyist for the
i’UC system, testified in favor of
B. 91 during its hearing Monday.
"My guess is S.B. 91 will be
odified" before it passes, he said.
eetings between Alquist and
-own are likely, he added, and if
me kind of accord is struck betEmn the two the bill "will be a whole
L easier to pass."
Both local senators, Alquist and
Try Smith, 1)-San Jose, are on the
nonce committee, where S.B. 91
ill be heard next. If it passes that
ommittee, Alquist’s bill will need a
No-thirds approval from the Senate
mr.

Our
mistake
A story in the Feb. 27 Daily
mistakenly printed information
given off the record by Independent Weekly editor Steve
Hastings regarding the
possibility of the Weekly using
the Daily’s typesetting
equipment. We regret that
error.

SJSU
submits expected
enrollment figures to the CSUC and
the state to justify budget requests.

Spring 1977

(Final)

(Final)

Freshman

2415

+2746

2504

Sophomore

2948+

2927

2639

Lower

Division

Total

5363

5673

5143

Junior

6507

+6832

6592

7862

8067

14535

14694

14659

19898

20367

19802

4532

+6083

6284

25330

26450

26086

Senior

8028+
Division

Undergraduate
Total
Total

When actual enrollment, which
drives most budget formulas, falls
short or those predictions, the
university must pay back !usually
faculty positions ( the money allotted
based on the projections.
Because SJSU came close to
making its required FTE, it will
probably not receive a lower budget
from the state, Burns commented.
"I think we’ve seen the last of
the enrollment decline cuts," Burns
said. "Any additional cuts now will
be from Proposition 13."

Spring 1978

Senate Bill 91, introduced by
iator Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose,
’uld give 7 percent pay raises,
roactive to last Oct. 1.

The bill will be heared next in
-a Senate Finance Committee.

Total enrollment this semester
is 25,320 students, down from last
semester’s 26,450, according to

(Final)

Graduate

"When Proposition 13 passed,"
(Idstein said, "the governor
tiated a one-year pay freeze ( for
ite employees). Brown made a
nunitment to reduce costs and
aintain the level of services. We
ade the decision and don’t intend
change it now."

SJSU enrolled 18,169 FTE as of
this spring, a drop from the 18,860
FTE last spring.

The unversity was required to
pay back approximately $457,891 in
faculty positions last year when
actual enrollment fell short of the
"expected enrollment."

Spring 1979

Upper
Total

Allen Goldstein, assistant
ector of the governor’s office of
iployee relations, said the
,rernor opposed this legislation
’muse of the retroactive pay inmses.

Weaver’s report.

Enrollment Distribution by Students

By Ethan Winston
Legislation authorizing a pay
se for state workers, including
LW employees, passed out of its
committee hearing on a 4-0 vote
he state Senate Monday.

Vincent Maccarone, adInistrative assistant to Alquist and
’graduate of SJSU, said the only
’msition in the Senate Public
,uployment and Retirement
nmittee hearing came from the
!.rernor’s office.

Burns said. "At most we will lose
four positions, but I don’t think we
will lose any."

The freshman and junior classes
both showed declines even last
spring, with freshman down 331 and
juniors down 325. However, the
sophomore class showed an increase
of 21 students and the seniors increased by 166 students.
Spring graduate students
showed a decline of 651 over spring
1978 figures.

Collective bargaining
petitions face opposition
By Mary T. Lee
The issue of collective
bargaining is being met with opposition by some SJSU faculty
members and administrators.
United Professors of California
(UPC) is now in its second week of
the petition drive to get a collective
bargaining initiative on a ballot for
faculty members to vote on.
The Congress of Faculty
Associations (CFA), seen by some

State regulations may foil book plans

Future uncertain for library volumes
By Maureen Johnson
Although
the
planned
destruction of 15,000 books at the
SJSU library has been halted by
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, the future of the volumes is
still uncertain.

pmny apiece- to students or other
interested individuals. Burns said.

like to see that either," he said. "We
hope state laws permit us not to have
to pulp them."

Burns has recently sent a memo
listing rules and delegating
responsibility for clarifyng what the
state regulations are, regarding the
selling or giving of the books, to
Library Director Harold Olsen.

Meanwhile, library personnel
are finding it difficult to house the
volumes in an increasingly crowded
environment.

After learning in last Wednesday’s Spartan Daily article about
the "January Weeding Project,"
which thus far has destroyed approximately 7,500 books because of
lack of library space, Burns called
an immediate stop to the dumpin g
of the volumes.

"We’d be happy to go about the
process of saving them (the
books)," Olsen said, but added,
"Under the state property law it
doesn’t seem to be a feasible course
fo action."

However, state regulations may
keep the books from being sold or
given away.

"I am sensitive that people don’t
like to see books destroyed. We don’t

The library "cannot make a gift
of state property" but is currently
looking into the possibility of giving
the books away or selling them at "a

Report shows
tenure causes
aggravations

QAom

The library receiver approximately 30,000 new books a
year, and the stack space is very
limited already, according to Celia
Bakke, library collection coordinator.
"We’re going to have to dispose
of them some way in the near future
because we just don’t have the
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Olsen described the books as
"multiple copies of outdated
material and outdated editions."
"These books are so out of date
that I, in good conscience, couldn’t
even give them away," Olsen said.
He said, however, "We’re going
to continue pulling the books and
sitting on them. One doesn’t feel
right about destroying any books,
but these are books that have
outlived their day."
Bruce Richardson, attorney for
SJSU from the chancellor’s office in
Long Beach said that if the books are
considered to be state property, then
the books cannot be given away.
For "surplus property, there
has to be a fair market value
received for that property. Selling
them at a penny apiece may be
giving away state property," he
said.
"You can’t give away state
money. If you received less than
what the book was worth, you’d be
giving away state money,"
Richardson said.

By James P. Wagner
SJSU has a high percentage of
tenured faculty, a condition which is
aggravating many of SJSU’s current
problems.

Willis also believes that
collective bargaining could create
substantial administrative costs for
the university in terms of
negotiations and granting release
time for faculty members.
(Continued on back page I

Woman injured during
Second Street scuffle

According to the Fifth Year
Accreditation Report ( FYAR ),
issued to the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges in 1978, a
highly tenured faculty is creating
problems in the following areas:

A resident of South Second
Street was cut with a butcher knife
early Monday in a scuffle with a
woman.

Curriculum and student interest: A highly tenured faculty
causes a lack of flexibility of campus
curriculum in spite of changes in
student interest.

The incident occurred when the
victim asked a noisy group of
women loitering on a sidewalk in
front of her apartment to leave, the
reports said

According to the FYAR, "...the
campus will be unable to keep pace
with changes in student interest and
evolving curricular emphasis..."
without faculty layoff or "substantial redevelopment" of tenured
faculty assignments.
Faculty appointments arid
faculty diversity: Budget restrictions and fears over declining
enrollment has led to a tightening of
the standards for granting tenure,
which has led to an over dependence
on part-time faculty.

Salvador Street. The victim abandoned the chase there and returned
to her apartment. She was later
treated at Valley Medical (’enter for
a cut on the left side.

weather

The victim left her apartment at
South Second and William streets at
12:30 a.m. Monday and told several
women loitering on a sidewalk at the
corner to leave.

>I(

According to San Jose police
I’m
reports, one of the worntn
going to do what I want to do." She
then drew a large butcher knife from
the rear waistband of her pants and
began sti iking the victim.

This has caused a lack of
diversity among regular faculty
ranks, resulting in a lopsided use of
temporary faculty.
"A highly temporary faculty,
just like a highly tenured one, can
threaten the well being of a
department," according to the
1.’V AB
.aitinued .11 hack page)

space," Olsen said. "We need the
space and the material is not stuff
that we , in good conscience could
give away to people."

as the more moderate of the two
groups, has also announced that it
will initiate a petition drive
sometime this semester.
CFA’s member organizations
are American Association of
University Professors, California
Colleges and University Faculty
Association and California State
Employees Association. Only the
faculty component of CFA will be
represented by CFA.
According to Wiggsy Sivertsen,
president of UPC, the petition drive
is "going very well.
"I think that basically people
seem to be very aware of the issue,"
Sivertsen said, "and seem to be very
responsive."
She added that there are, of
course, some people who won’t sign
the petition because they don’t like
UPC or they just don’t like the idea
of collective bargaining for faculty
members.
Political science Professor
Theodore Norton does not favor
collective bargaining.
"I don’t see that it is going to
accomplish much for faculty," he
said, adding that it could actually
hurt faculty in some areas.
"You have to give something up
for everything you get," Norton
explained. "Things like tenure and
seniority layoff could be affected."
"Unless you have a romantic
faith in the words collective
bargaining and union, it is hard to
believe you will get anything from
it," he added.
James Willis, chairman of the
Economic Departrment does not
approve of collective bargaining for
public employees because, "It gives
to private individuals the right to
impose taxes on the public."

(In
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The victim backed away from
the women’s attack but eventually
fought back. She chased her attacker, described as a 5-foot-4 -inch,
140-pound black woman wearing a
beige trench coat and light brown
pants, up Second Street to San

Fair today, with temperatures in the mid to high 70s.
Light winds will lie out of the
northwest. Forecast by the
SJSU Meteorology Department.
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forum
Endorsement needed

Party split over seat
By Don Vetter
The
pearly
gates
of
congressional heaven loomed large
before the once mortal 11th District
representative.
The gate’s keeper, St. Peter,
stood before the one-time public
servant, shaking his head worriedly.
"I’m afraid we took you away a
little too soon," the biblical hero
said.
The new arrival, still dressed in
his jungle khakis, replied, "How so,
Peter? Does this mean I can’t get
in?"
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Don Vetter is a
Spartan Daily reporter

Cooked dove: Peking style
11..nte(sIsniio.-’74

Coke, Pepsi or Uncola

Choices good but confusing
By Maureen Johnson
Choices can be confusing. It
used to be you could ask for a cola
and people knew instinctively what
you meant.
Now, when you walk into a store
to make such a relatively simple
request, you’re asked if it’s Coke,
Tab, Pepsi, Diet Rite, Fresco, RC or
7 -Up, the "uncola" you’re talking
about.
Students could probably develop
ulcers wondering which soft drink to
choose, not to mention the fact
asking some students on campus if
they know where you might be able
to buy some -coke" can result in
some rather strange replies.
Maureen Johnson is a
Spartan DailY reporter’

Recently, after trying to
decipher what language my
psychology text was written in, I
decided to take a break and walked
into the Spartan Pub with what I
thought was a relatively simple
req uest.
"Can I have a bag of potato
chips?" I plopped down a quarter
not suspecting the ramifications of
my request.
-What kind?" came the reply
from the student behind the counter.
"What do you mean, what kind?
All I want is a bag of potato chips," I
answered naively.
"Well, I gotta know what kind of
potato chips you want," he said.
Maybe the pub is so noisy he
doesn’t hear me correctly, I
reasoned. Trying to retain my
composure I said carefully, "Just
plain potato chips. OK?"
He looked at me as if I was
speaking Chinese, who would at
least understand, had I been ordering a Coke.
lank,- he said firmly, "We got
bar-b-que (hips, natural chips, old
fashioned chips "
The guy next to me seemed to
sense my dilemma. He nudged me
and said secretively, "Ask for
natural." heeling strangely like I
was ordering a beer in a speak-easy
instead of a harmless bag of potato
chips, I said, "Ok, natural. I’d like
some natural potato chips."
At last he seemed to understand
and left to get my bag of potato
chips, only to return a moment later
empty-handed.
"All we have left is bar-b-que,"

he said.
Totally exasperated at this point
I said, "I’ll take it." I walked out
mumbling. "Why does life have to be
so complicated?" Struggling with
one of those new foil bags that
someone invented to torment me, I
finally got the bag open.
Munching on the greasy, broken
chips, I suddenly realized I don’t
even like bar-b-que potato chips.
So much for choices. If variety is
the spice of life, its flavor is con-

While life is for living,
death makes the fast buck
By Danny Edwards
Death does funny things to
people. Throughout our life we may
scorn someone, but when that
person does we tend to remember
only the person’s good qualities.
Our memories are wiped clean
of what the person really was.
Whether this is good or bad isn’t the
point, but when the person happens
to be of national prominence, it’s
time to beware.
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The manipulations of television
and its old buddy, advertising, have
heightened to a sickening degree
when it comes to glorifying the lives
of well-known figures who have
recently passed away.
Elvis Presley is an excellent
case in point. He is more popular
now than when he was alive as far as
record sales go. Advertisers have
painted a picture of godhood,
creating an image of what they want
Presley to be in order to sell records.
They’ve left out the man and
made a whole new one of their own.
last year’s World Series was
another sad case. Prior to baseball’s
biggest event, Dodger coach Jim
Gilliam died- and the media had its
angle.
Gilliam’s death was blown
completely out of proportion by the
ABC broadcasting crew, They
glossed over the man’s actual
personality and decided to create a
saint. Not a day passed without a
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fusion. But choices are, nonetheless,
good for us, if for no other reason
than to sharpen our decision making
processes or introduce them to us.
So if you find yourself at the
Spartan Pub ordering potato chips,,
or wondering if you should’ve ordered a Coke instead of an "uncola,"
just remember what Emerson once
said: "For everything you have
missed, you has’ z gained something
else," which in ,the cast of the
"uncola" is about 180 calories.

"No, not at all," Peter said. "We
just have one last request before you
enter the kingdom."
"What is that, your saintliness?" he reverently replied.
"You must endorse a single
candidate for your seat in the US.
House of Representatives, which
you so suddenly relinquished."
The one-time high school
teacher-turned-politician had known
something like this would interfere
with his manifest destiny and set off
to return to earth with a borrowed
pair of angel’s wings.
"There are so many candidates
for this election, I just don’t know
where to start," he thought as he
hovered over his former district that
spans from South San Francisco to
the sunny suburbs of Redwood City.
What the former congressman
saw happening to his Democratic
colleagues shed light on his mission
of mercy.
"Now I know why my endorsement is so important," he
thought; "the party has split over
my seat so much, we might lose the
April 3 run-off!"
Indeed, the party had split, not
over current issues such as schools,
tax reforms or the effects of
property tax initiatives, but the
fallen politico’s endorsement.
Not holding any grudges, the
almost-angelic hero visited the
palatially run-down flat of Charles
"Toby Plough III, the man he
defeated in the June primary last
year.
"This election is being bought;
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Dodger player being asked if
Gilliam’s spiritual presence was
helping the team.
If I had never heard of Gilliam
before I would have learned he was
one of the greatest baseball players
ever and also that he was one of the
greatest people ever. Howard Cosell
said so.
Unfortunately, I doubt anyone
ever told Gilliam - at least the
baseball part - when he was alive. If
he could hear what people were
saying about him during the Series,

he’d probably wonder who they were
talking about.
It’s sad that people like myself,
who never had a chance to see
Presley or Gilliam in their prime,
now must draw conclusions from
what the media tell us.
No one seems to want to say that
they were men, nothing more. They
aren’t any greater because they
died.
It’s said that life is for the living,
but in the media’s case, death, in its
gruesome way, makes the fast buck.

it’s being bought, bought, bought,"
he heard Plough mumble in his
sleep.
Realizing his young Democrat
friend wasn’t in good financial
hands, he went on to find a richer
candidate.
He didn’t have far to go, as his
former attorney, George Cory, was
at his suburban home, talking on the
phone.
"I know it’s only a primary, but
$150,000 is a price anyone would be
willing to pay," Cory yelled over the
phone receiver.
"And besides, I was the
congressman’s lawyer!" the candidate said.
G.W. "Joe" Holsinger was the
next Democrat candidate the adventurer visited and the fallen angel
found out he was a family favorite.
"I don’t mind the wife and kids
posing for campaign literature, but
endorsements are a littly more hefty

than poses for photographers,"
thought.
Still in a quandry over
decision, the ex-congressman t
another fly-by the county a
noticed a billboard near
freeway.
"Keep Courage in Congre
Elect Jackie Speier," he read.
"I’m glad she made it throu
the siege-I was beginning to wc1
der."
Winging his way to his ex-aidc
office, he luckily caught her in ti
middle of a press conference.
I
"Yes the congressman’s la
words were, ’Carry on for rq
Jackie’, "she told reporters.
The angel almost lost his win!
after Speier spoke, knowing that I
was counting rosary beads rath
than votes on the jungle runway. !
Shaking his head slowly, he fic
over to a nearby phone booth aft
borrowing a dime from a reporter.

letters
Corrections
Editor:
Permit two corrections of and
one comment on Mr. Wagner’s
column on general education, titled
"Time wasted away."
He is wrong when he says the
new general education "...will take
effect this year." The correct time is
fall 1980.
He is wrong when he spells
"leviathan" without the first a.
Beyond those corrections we
offer the judgment that the level of
comprehension, analysis and
argument in Mr. Wagner’s column
yields evidence in favor of the new
general education program.
Hobert W. Burns,
for the Ad Hoc
Committee on General Education
Robert B. Clarke, Psychology
Diane R. Conradson, Natural
Science
Harrison W. McCreath, Humanities
James Obendort, Student Member
Jack Pierce, Anthropology
Mel Walker, Organization and
Management

Youth Corps
Editor:
"Let every nation know,
whether it wishes us well or ill, that
we shall pay any price, bear any
burden, meet any hardship, support
any friend, oppose any foe to assure
the survival and the success of
liberty." John F. Kennedy,
Inaugural Address, January 1961.
Feeling and power of America:
Can it be harnessed to renovate our
society? Maybe the youth of
America with the proper education
and training by a Civil Youth Corps
could, "assure the survival and the
success of liberty."
One concept on which I would
like to speculate is that of a Civil
Youth Corps which should be the

result of the design of a program
the scale of the NASA spa
program to reach the moon, but wi
the goal of giving each Americar4
piece of the moon.
How can we offer a future to t
youth of America by asking them
build it with our guidance a!
support? One area of need is t
housing industry. This market
very high priced and needs a hi;
influx of modern technology on
national and a household level.
What lam looking for, ideally,
a project that gives across-the-boa
reduction in cost, based on a 10-ye
program. They would gather
dustrial and university resourc
each contributing, data to a co.
plete redesigning and upgrading
present housing innovation into
series of new living facilities. T
Youth Corps would be trained in j:
skills that would incorporate 0
technology into the present indust
on a competitive basis. It would ta
three to five years before product
might actually begin, but it wot
produce a major impact in a posit’,
way, as the American ideas of
dependence and self-affirmation;
to the idea, that one can truly f(
that a home is one’s castle.
The program would encoura
business investment and mc’
research and development in
generally open area of investigatii
The Corps will keep labor cot
down.
Teaching would be done
college work study progran
teacher corps, etc., the
ministration and coordination wo
be done through VISTA in the lati
and production fields. Since ea
youth would be on a two year c(
tract, after the youth completed I
term, he could either go to college
change careers or enter into t
housing market as a profession
Cost reduction in labor should hi
reduce the material cost of
novations that would regain t
power of the independent farmer
earlier America. The Youth Cot
would use modern technology
again focus man’s self-reliance
basic needs like food, water a
heat, all economically coalesced it
one unit. More of the money outfit
for basic necessities would
it
into quality
redirected
provements. This program shot
speed up the technology infusion it
a broad economical base, such
fully integrated computer outlays
the household.
After 10 years, the program (’
be shifted to other goals and c
then allow the private industry
fully compete by itself.
I fully feel that such a progrc
needs to be studied on a natior
level. I will fully accept (
dorsements from supporters a
others who concur with this concej
Peter P. Jese
Behavioral Science seni

’Temerity’
Editor:
The good Dean Laurie in
recent letter directed to Profess
Jack Douglas of the New Collet
may have mixed up his spelling. I
refers to himself as havi
"temerity." Anyone who has had t
pleasure of knowing Ed realizes
is best characterized by his hull&
( Just one little vowel change in t
Latin - tenere vs. timere!
Robert J. Mix
Professor, Industrial Studi

Correction
A letter in yesterdays Da
written by Associated &Wel
Program Board Director Ti
McDonald mistakenly appear
above the name Terri McDonald.
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Home Ec stereotype --overcooked

photo by Ellie Harland

Cindy Hank

By Maureen Johnson
and La Rosa Carrington
Home Economics to
some may mean cooking
and sewing,
what
some students call the
"Mrs. degree," but according to the numerous
alternatives introduced at
the fifth Home Economics
Career Seminar, nothing
could be further from the
truth.
"People have the
stereotype of cooking and
sewing and marriage. I
only have had one student
in five years of teaching
who wanted the home
economics degree to make
her a better wife and
mother. The rest of the
students were preparing
for a professional life,"
said Phyllis Marcus, an
interior design consultant
and part-time instructor at
SJSU after the seminar.
different
Several

career
ideas
were
presented to the audience
of approximately 60 persons at the seminar held
job opportunities in home
economics and related
fields. It was sponsored by
Phi Upsilon Omicron, a
home economic society at
SJSU and 10 economists in
the field of home
economics who spoke and
related their views.
All

of the

speakers

stressed to students the
importance of taking a
variety of courses while in
school such as business,
public speaking, art,
journalism and chemistry.
Many mentioned the importance of volunteer work
in the field as a helpful tool
to findings job in their field
of interest.
"In any area of home
economics it’s really important to have some

Abzug highlights
week for women
Bella Abzug, former
New York congresswoman
and key political figure in
the women’s movement,
will be keynote speaker for
the 1979 Women’s Week at

ounselor encourages sharing
By Leanne Augusto
"For the student, the
rticular trauma lies in
eracting with students
d faculty," Dr. David
mrnan said in Monday’s
dent Forum. "Whatever
u’re going through needs
be shared with
eone."
Newman, a clinical
ychologist, is director
unseling services at
SU and began working
re in 1956. The topic of
forum was "Student
a urns."
The most effective way
students to get through
e trauma of college life is
get involved in the
dership of the univery,, Newman said.
If this were a more
ipirable place to live,
ore students would want
1 get involved in things on
mpus, Newman said.
, "If students felt this
’as a place to be comrtable in and interact
1th people, there wouldn’t
!! as much trauma."
He said that students
Hday are moving toward a
lore comfortable change.
,oat students coming for
ounseling are asking,
slow can I most efctively shift from being a
iiciology major to a
management
usiness
ajor?"
; According to Newman,

most
counselors
see
students who come in with
a serious concern over
personal or academic
problems.
"In the late ’50s, San
Jose State was considered
a party school," Newman
said. "There were many
social
pressures,
everybody was hustling.
"In the ’60s, all
problems changed from
drinking beer and partying
to political problems and
smoking pot," Newman
added. He said every time
he walked out of his office
his eyes were burning from
tear gas because of all of
the student protests.
In those days, Newman
said, he dealt with mostly
males who were asking
themselves whether they
should dodge the draft or
not.
Today students are
generally trying to deal
with a major decision in a
relationship or are uncertain whether what
they’re doing is the right
thing, Newman said.
People are having
more trouble these days
making
decisions.
Newman said people are
coming in with more
specific and real problems.
when
Unlike
before,
students would see counselors for extended periods
of time, the average length

of time for counseling now
is four of five visits.
Although the SJSU
counseling service has no
24-hour crisis intervention
service, Newman said he is
on call most of the time. He
has trained campus personnel in the housing
department and other
areas in counseling.
Some cases he would
like to refer to county
agencies, but, Newman
said, they’re in worse
shape as a result of
Proposition 13 than SJSU
is.
The counseling service
has 18 full-time counselors,
half of whom are clinical
psychologists and half
counselors. Three of the
staff are part of the faculty
at SJSU.
The counseling centers, located in the Ad-

ministration
Building
Room 201 and Building V.
are open Monday through
Friday to students who
have paid their fees.
Counselors
see
approximately
15,000
students a year.
The counselors handle
students’ problems in
academic or personal
matters. Students are
welcome to come in on a
drop-in basis or they can
make an appointment by
calling 277-2262 or 277-2966.
Next week’s Student
Forum will feature
Blanche Bersch, attorney
and trustee for the
California State University
and Colleges system. She is
a leader in the ratification
of the Equal Rights
Amendment and will
discuss
the
possible
ratification of the ERA.

On Thursday, "The
Third World Woman,"
features speakers on
Asian-American women,
Chicana women, black
women, native American
women and a third world
cultural night.
theme,
Friday’s
"Women in the Media and
Arts," brings the week’s
events to a close with a
panel on "Women in the
Media and Arts," a
speaker on "Perspectives
on Pornography," a wine a
cheese party and disco
dance concert.
All events will be held
in the Student Union, free
with the exception of Abzug’s speech; $1.50, Third
World Cultural night; $1,
the wine and cheese party;
$2 advance, $2.50 at the
door, and the disco dance
concert $2.50.
Child care will be
provided during the
evening events.
For more information,
contact the Women’s
Center or check next
week’s Daily for specific
times and locations of the
events.

’4Iumni director
we tires to home
By Peter G. Bliss
Janet Williams King,
4, has traded her job as
JSU’s Alumni Association
irector for the life of a
omemaker.
voluntary
Her
eparture was solidified
"eb. 10 when she and her
ew husband exchanged
le vows of marriage.
Besides setting up
ouse, King will be shifting
’et- focus from the eightllus hour-days that she has
been putting in on campus
ince April 1977, to a more
edate life of digging in her
;arden and trying her hand
t various arts and crafts.
Before coming to
JSU, King worked for 20
oars in various voluntary
projects.
"I worked in different
iealth agencies," she said.
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This work was centered
around the grater Chicago,
Indianapolis and Los
Angeles areas.
During her years at
SJSU, King saw a
resurgence and expansion
of the Alumni Association
due primarily to increased
support of the alumni as
well as many hours of work
put in by herself and her
staff of 14 volunteer
students.
1977,
In
the
organization began the
tradition of Homecoming
after a nine-year absence
and plans to continue that
custom.
Even though she is
leaving the university, she
will not quickly forget it.
"I will miss the people
and the organization that I
worked with," she said.
"It’s been a growing experience for me.
"There
are
a
tremendous amount of
people giving their time
voluntarily dedicated to
supporting SJSU through
their time and effort and
they’re trying to do all they
can to expand the excellence of the university."
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SJSU, March 12-16.
Abzug will speak in the
S.U. Ballroom Monday,
March 12, at 8 p.m. about
her dismissal from the
Women’s Commission and
the future of women in the
U.S.
Women’s Week will be
various
with
filled
speakers, panels and
workshops on a wide range
of topics.
Monday’s theme, "The
Future Female," features
topics such as the Equal
Amendment
Rights
ratification drive, effects of
Bakke and Proposition 13
on women, women and
religion and why men
should support feminism.
Bodies/Our"Our
selves" is Tuesday’s
theme, featuring alcohol
use and pregnancy, a
natural childbirth alternatives workshop, holistic
curanderismo
health,
healing
(Mexican
techniques), and comedian
Pat Bond.
"Women’s Lifestyles,"
Wednesday’s theme, will
include events such as
poetry readings, films,
singer Carla Brudvig, a
panel on women’s sexuality
and lifestyles, and a
Vs.
"Man
drama,
Woman."

Janet Williams

background in journalism," Kandace Reeves,
associate editor at Sunset
Magazine, said. Such
courses help in obs that
entail menu ;lanning,
advertising and labelling
packages for example, she
said.
"I strongly recommend taking some kind of
journalism," she said.
"Seventy -five percent of
my time is spent at the
typewriter.’
Reeves also suggested
places where students
might be able to find internships in the field of
home economics.
Home Economics in
Business ( HEIB ) a San
Francisco based offshoot of
the American Home
Economics Association,
offers
internships to
students with food brokers,
home consultants and
others in the field, Reeves
said.
The internships entail
anywhere form two days to
six -week programs.
Becky Black, food
services director for the
Campbell Unified School
District and nutritional
education specialist, who
majored
in
home
economics and minored in
dietetics said she is glad
she took statistics while in
school.
She now has a one-half
million dollar budget to
deal with in her job.
The Campbell Unified
School District includes 14
schools with nine cokoing
kitchens. She said there are
"about 6,000 students and
approximately 48 percent
are eating lunch each
day."
"You have more of an
opportunity to be creative
than often times the
hospitals allow you to be,"
Black said. "With food
service you have the ability
to be more creative and
there is an opportunity to
direct an entire operation
from beginning to end."
This includes planning
menus ,over seeing

preparation of food, and
critiquing delivery of
foods.
Infant care is another
growing area in home
econmics for jobs, according to Achsah Davy,
director
of
child
development at San Jose
City College. She sees a
growing need for infant
care.
"I wish I had a nickel
for every time I get a phone
call asking do we take
babies," she said, "No we
don’t, but there is a
growing need for infant
care. Women are returning
to work earlier."
F’or those interested in
the field of child development, Davy suggests
students volunteer their
experiences to see if they
really like working with
children.

design and urban planning," Phyllis Marcus said
after the seminar. "The
field is just wide open, it’s
an exciting area."
job
Listing
possibilities, Marcus said
that withhousing and interior decorating
background,
a
home
economist could go into
advertising,
housing
design, interior design,
commercial design, urban
planning, architectural
review boards, working
with architects or working
with paint companies as a
color consultant.
Another job possibility
Marcus mentioned was
working as a manufacturing representative for
furnishings, or working as
a kitchen planner or furniture designer.

"Not two or three, but
maybe 33 of them," she
suggested.

"By the way, none of
them make under $50,000 a
year," she smiled.

"I’m really excited
about home economics
becoming more involved in
architecture,
inter or

"If you just have a
spark of creativity and
drive, there is no where to
go but up," she said.
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Yes, we have a job for you
that combines adventure,
responsibility and money.
That’s what you’re going to
school for, isn’t it?

SEE VERN WING, U.S. NAVY
AT THE STUDENT UNION
MARCH 7 and 8. OR CALL
HIM AT 279-3477
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Athletic promotion --an uphill battle
SJSU in fierce competition for fans;
survival depends on program’s visibility
By Steve Carp
Editor’s note: This is the first of a three-part hi-depth
at
promotions
and
publicity in athletics at SJSU.
look
It’s a sunny September afternoon. Stanford’s football
team is playing on the road and Cal is playing right now at
Memorial Stadium in Berkeley. At 7 that evening, SJSU
will take on a Pacific Coast Athletic Association opponent.
Over 8,000 show up at Spartan Stadium that evening
and the Spartans win in a lackluster performance.
If you think everything is fine, stop reading this article. Here’s a hint - something is wrong. Very wrong.
How is it that SJSU football cannot sell out a conference game with no other football competition? Why
does attendance at home basketball games continue to
drop, even though the games are being played in one of the
best facilities west of the Mississippi? Why don’t the
soccer and baseball teams draw, even though they continue to win?
The athletic program at SJSU is in heavy competition
for the entertainment dollar. There is pro football,
basketball, baseball and soccer; parks, mountains,
beaches and a host of other things to do.
There are television and movies. There is the good
weather and the access to facilities. All of the above tie in
to the success or failure of an athletic program.
Promotion is the main weapon in the theater of war
called "Entertainment."
"There’s no doubt you have to promote, and promote
heavily if you are to survive let alone be successful." said
Men’s Athletic Director Bob Murphy.
"We realize the importance of getting out the fact that
there is a football team here. That we have a basketball
team. There’s such competition in this area for the
people’s entertainment dollar like you can’t believe."
Murphy, a former public relations man, mapped out
what kind of rough terrain he and his staff have traveled
over the last three years.
When I got here in 1976, we had our most successful
season in football. The enthusiasm of the fans spilled over
to the next season, even with a change in coaches Lynn
Stiles replacing Darryl Rogers). We came out with all
sorts of ticket plans to bring the fans in and I think we did
a good job.
"Winning has something to do with promotion,"
Murphy continued, "but it’s not the only criteria in
bringing the fans out.
-Facilities have a lot to do with promotion. A lot of
people won’t come to Spartan Stadium because of the
concession and restroom facilities. We have to upgrade
those and that’s why it’s so important that people see
something being done with the stadium expansion."
The decrease of attendance at football games can be
partially blamed on the competition within the Bay Area,
the lackluster performances of the teams, Stiles’ trouble
with communicating with the public in general and the
media in particular and finally, the interest in SJSU
football itself.
The department hired a marketing firm prior to last
season to see what could be done to improve promotion of
football. According to Murphy, it came up empty.
But Murphy has his own feelings on promotion. "The
first thing we have to be is realistic. We have to realize
who is interested in sports and who isn’t.
"The average age of a person attending SJSU is 26-27.
Most people that age are holding down a job or have a
family to support. They’re here to get a degree, not to
socialize.
-We have to go after the person who can afford the
time and the money to go see an athletic event," Murphy
continued. "We are talking about 12-15,000 people who live
near the campus that might be interested in football.
"My feeling is that you have to operate as close as
possible to the core of interest. As far as we’re concerned,
that core is this campus and the students.
"If we cannot generate interest on this campus,
then we’d be foolish to try and generate interest in the
community and other areas."
Murphy believes that progress is being made toward
improving the promotional end of things. "We’ve come
out with posters, season ticket brochures, had our staff go
out and talk with dorm residents, fraternities and other
groups. I’ve talked before 80 percent of the clubs in the

Santa Clara Valley, so it’s not like we’re not doing
anything."
As far as figures go, there seems to be a long way to
go. Season ticket sales for football totaled 1,900 last year,
according to ticket manager Jack Mogg. Five-hundred of
those were bought by students.
"Season ticket money is money that is up-front, accounted for and in the bank. You can use your monies
from the tickets immediately," said Associate AD Jon
Crosby. "The more season tickets we sell, the more
promoting we can do because the money is there to do it."
The department had a non-staffer, Rich Thawley,
working as its promotions man. Thawley was not employed directly by the university. He was paid by commission on ads, season ticket revenue, etc.
Thawley was having trouble devoting his full efforts
toward the SJSU promotional machine and had to step
down. In his place, Murphy, Crosby, Mogg and Sports
Information Director Jerry Walker along with the entire
staff in Men’s Athletics have picked up the slack.
Whether a coalition will improve things remains to be
seen. But there are several areas in which the department
is trying to improve, mainly media relations and public
identity.
"There’s no doubt that we’re going to have to improve
our relationship with the local newspapers, especially the
Spartan Daily and the Mercury -News," said Murphy.
"We don’t get the advance coverage in the Mercury like

’We have to improve our
relationship . . . with the
Daily and Mercury-News’
we used to. They’ve changed their editorial policy and
they will cover the events, that’s all."
Mercury-News Executive Sports Editor Dan Hruby
agreed. "We’re no longer in the business of promoting the
teams. We want to cover the events as best we can and
when there’s the important game, we do advance on it."
"We’ve been pleased with our radio coverage in
football and basketball," said Murphy. "Our basketball
broadcasts have been well-received by the public."
KXRX has handled the Spartan sports and Hal
Ramey has become identified as the "Voice of the
Spartans."
Speaking of basketball, there was a noticable lack of
promotion this season. Outside of posters and the radio
broadcasts, nobody would have known that there was a
basketball team on campus.
"We kind of overlooked basketball this year," said
Crosby. "With the coaching change in football and all the
stuff going on with that sport, we got a late jump on
basketball."
The fact that the team plays in an off-campus, high
school facility does not deter Murphy or his staff. "Independence Fieldhouse is not your everyday high school
gym. In fact, it’s the equal of Santa Clara’s Toso Pavilion.
It’s as good as any gym in our conference and I think
people use the fact of it being a high school facility as an
excuse.
"Independence is part of an educational -recreational
complex in East San Jose," said Murphy. "We have no
intentions of moving from Independence and we think it is
the strongest part of our basketball program."
Attendance has dropped at Independence the last
couple of years, 1,at so has the team’s record. Two losing
seasons in a row do not help put bodies in the stands.
"Winning has a lot to do with filling up the gym," said
Crosby. "You give these people a winner and they’ll go
anywhere.
"We have to develop some sort of winning tradition in
basketball so people can identify with it," said Crosby.
"We want to give the program marketability so it can
produce its own revenue to be self-sufficient. We’ve got to
make people realize that we’ve got a basketball team."
As far as soccer and baseball are concerned, there is a
matter of tradition here. Both sports are not known for
their revenue-producing potential and the two sports are

3 Spartan fencers qualify
for NCAA finals in NJ.
Thompson lost only one of his 24 contests during the
SJSU’s men’s fencing team qualified three members
for the National Collegiate Athletic Association finals three-day tournament with Uribe and Decena losing only
two.
during last week’s NCAA Western Regionals at UC-San
Along with Knies’ victory in the sabre, Spartan Richie
Diego.
Bobby Thompson ( fish, Scott Knies !sabre) and Martinez took third and SJSU’s Don Andrews was fifth.
Peter Schifrin epee ) all were individual winners in their Knies lost only two matches. Martinez four and Andrews
respective weapons at the Regionals and will compete at five in their 24 matches.
the national championships at Princeton, N.J. March 2225.
Ass team, the Spartans were overwhelming Regional
champions, winning all the team events.
"We’re very consistent compared to other teams,"
said coach Mike D’Asaro. "We have more depth and
strength."
SJSU beat out eight other teams for the championship.
Two strong California teams were not able to compete, D’Asaro said. UC-Santa Cruz is not a member of the
F levy Inv.. Allan on !Interne Ione enunrell on
NCAA and UC-Berkeley’s squad - though the school in an
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This student recreation and sports center was once proposed for SJSU but like many similar project
never got off the ground. Poor facilities represent major obstacles in the promotion of SJSU me
athletic teams and athletic director Bob Murphy says it is vital that progress be made soon to impr
them.
always in head-to-head competition: soccer with football
and baseball with pro baseball and the spring weather.
"We spent a lot of money promoting soccer," said
Murphy. "I don’t know why the fans didn’t come out.
Maybe it’s from the disenchantment of football but I wish
I could put my finger on it." The Spartan booters had their
best-ever season 19-3) but didn’t do too well at the gate,
despite good coverage from all the local media and an
attractive schedule.
Baseball has always been a poor sport at SJSU revenue-wise, that is. The college game usually attracts
scouts, relatives and girlfriends. Outside of word-ofmouth and minimal coverage in the papers, not much else
is done about promoting baseball here.
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All ’n All,
Tappa Kegga
on top
All ’n All and Tappa
Kegga are tied for first
place with 2-0 records after
two rounds of Sunday A League, Western Division
basketball competition.
In the East, Lowe’s
Pros are in first place at 20, followed by GWT and
Kappa Alpha Psi, all 1-0.
The SAE Warheads,
Almaden Express and
Dirtballers are all 2-0 in the
B-League East and ATO
Gold has first place to itself
with a 2-0 mark in the West.
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In the C-League, Meat
in the Hoop, All The Way
Live and ATO Blues are
deadlocked for the early
East lead with 2-0 ledgers.
The west is led by the
Blitz Brigade and the
Weekend Warriors with 2-0
worksheets.
In the Women’s
League, the Rookies are
ahead of the pack with a 2-0
mark.
A total of 46 teams are
involved in Sunday intramural hoop competition.
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But the main problems lie in the promoting of the
football and basketball teams, because that is where the
money is.
Tomorrow: a look at the women and their up-and-coming
programs.
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Backstreets
PCAA tourney:
Mixed reviews
By Steve Carp
With the conclusion of the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association basketball tournament, there is living
proof that the league does need some sort of playoff
system.
Prior to the tourney, I had adamant feelings the
opposite way, that we don’t need a three-day
bonanza with all sorts of hype about the conference,
etc.
But the way the PCAA ran its tournament left
me with the feeling that the fans do need this
tournament. Even so, there should be a way to
improve it and make it something that is almost
chic.
Everything that was connected with the tourney
was first-class. The media was supplied with ample
working space and given prompt, courteous service. The players and coaches were amiable and did
not hide behind a shield, win or lose.
The Anaheim Convention Center is an excellent
place to view a ballgame in. I sat in the stands for a
couple of games during the tourney and there isn’t a
bad seat in the house.
Tickets were reasonably priced, with discounts
on tickets for the three days. The top price was $7
with a bottom of $3 which isn’t bad in these days of
inflation and skyrocketing entertainment costs.
OK, you must be thinking, this tournament was
sugar and spice and everything nice? Well it wasn’t.
First of all, the top team ( Pacific) should have
been given a bye in the first round. After all,
shouldn’t the champion be compensated somewhat
for toiling through 14 games?
Other conferences give their champions a bye
in the first round. Louisiana State got a bye in the
first round of the Southeast Conference tourney.
I.SU lost to Kentucky but its regular-season record
gave the Tigers credibility and they were selected
to the NCAA Regionals as an at-large entry.
Second, the idea of letting everyone in isn’t so
hot. Did UC-Irvine and SJSU really belong in the
tourney with their 3-11 and 4-10 records? You should
earn your way into this tourney.
Playoffs have become saturated in all sports,
not just basketball. Team owners and college
conferences are looking for more bucks, which is
why there are playoffs and tournaments.
Those are really my main gripes. Otherwise,
you might as well let everyone in and if you can get
another situation as you did last year with Cal StateFullerton going to the Western Regional finals, fine.

Reflections on a 7-20 season

Cagers look for immediate help
By Steve Carp
There’s only one thing you can say about SJSU’s 197879 basketball season it can’t get much worse.

sat out this season after an ankle operation, has been
penciled in at the point guard slot. Whether he can fill the
role depends on how he recovers from the operation.

The Spartans wound up 7-20 and make no bones about
it, there will be changes made.

One thing is for certain, Mike Mendez helps this team
more from the shooting guard slot than the point.

According to coach Ivan Guevara, the important
thing is to find some players who can step in and do the job
immediately.

As far as the center slot goes, it is vital that the
Spartans get a big man. Paul Schilleci was bothered all
year by injuries to his body and his emotions and did not
come through like the coaches had hoped.

"We want to find a player at each position guard,
forward and center. We want a player who is intelligent
and can think out there."
The Spartans’ two main concerns are the acquisition
of a center who can rebound and intimidate and a guard
who can run the offense.
They may have their guard in Phil Davis. Davis, who

By Dan Wood
SAN LUIS OBISPO
This city’s answer to
Fenway Park in Boston
was the site of a wild
doubleheader Monday in
which SJSU dropped both
ends to Cal Poly-SLO by
scores of 11-10 and 8-4.
Playing in the hatbox
ballpark, known as Poly
Field paved the way for
nine home runs in the twin
bill.
The Spartans came
home from the southern
swing 9-9 on the season
after beating Long Beach
State Sunday, and anything
but enamored with Poly
Field.
"I wouldn’t go back
there if we had to play in
that park again," assistant
coach Sam Piraro said.
Cal Poly usually plays
its home games in San Luis
Obispo Stadium, a much
better facility, but recent
bad weather forced the
move to the campus field.

Obviously, the PCAA feels that if everyone gets
to go, it will give losing teams some incentive to try
and play hard, regardless of their record.
As it turned out, the No. 6, 7 and 8 teams got
I beat in the first round and the No. 1 and 2 teams met
in the finals. So, as far as 1979 was concerned,
maybe there was no need for the tourney.

"Balls were flying out
of there," Al Sever,
Spartan left fielder said.
"It was ridiculous."

I

That it was, and were
the balls ever flying.

The PCAA has a good thing going with this
j tournament and I hope that it will grow to the point
where it will have to move from the 7,500-seat
( Anaheim Convention Center to a larger facility.

In the first game,
seven homers were poked
over the portable picket
fence, two of them by SJSU
second
baseman
Joe
Darretta, not normally a
power hitter.

On the subject of the PCAA, the time has come
to look at the television package that was put
’ together. The PCAA Game of the Week was carried
in UHF markets in San Francisco and Sacramento,
but not here in San Jose.
Why is that? I don’t know of any PCAA school in
The City. Can you name me the PCAA institution in
our capital? The people of San Jose deserved better
than having to fiddle with antennas and dials,
hoping to pick up fuzzy reception of the contests.
The PCAA tournament was not televised and
that had to hurt the league’s effort to move forward.
The Los Angeles -based company headed by Eddie
Alexander had an option on whether to pick up the
tourney or leave it alone.
The Alexander group decided to keep the
cameras off; even with the matchups of Long
Beach-Fullerton and Pacific-Utah State.

"That’s two more than
I’ve ever hit in my whole
life," Darretta said.
Cal Poly’s Mustangs
jumped out to an early 5-0
lead in that contest, but the
Spartans came back with a
run in the fifth inning and
six more in the sixth to get
back in the game.
Darretta had homers
in both of those innings,
and Sever smacked one in
the sixth.
Greg Robles added one
in the seventh.

nev,

But it was one of those
games when the last team
to bat is almost certain to
win, and the Mustangs’
eighth proved to be the
winning frame.
The Spartans got the
leadoff man on in the ninth,
when Sever singled, but
could get him no further, as
they disdained the
sacrifice-bunt to play for
the win.
"In that ballpark, the
last team that comes up is
going to win it," Piraro
said. "That’s why we didn’t
bunt him over."
Cal Poly got two home
runs from right fielder Bob
Parr, and another from
first
baseman
Erik
Peterson.
Parr’s second circuit
clout, in the sixth inning,
stirred up quite a controversy.
SJSU, led by coach
Gene Menges, argued
vehemantly that the ball
bounced over the fence for
what should have been a
ground rule double, but the
umpires ruled it a home
run.
"I threw my hands up
as soon as it bounced over
Ito indicate a ground rule
double), "left fielder Brian
Stuckey said.
But that, and all the
arguing that ensued, failed
to change the minds of the
umpire, and the run stood.
It eventually probed to
be the winning margin.
Jeff Hamm of Santa
Cruz started on the mound
for Cal Poly, and limited
SJSU to three hits over the
first five innings.
But everything Hamm
had, he lost in the sixth,
when he was relieved of his
duties.
Freshman
Todd
Holmes, the third of four
Mustang pitchers, got the
win.

5),, Ii, Ater, ado
State Dire, tor of Booting and Waterways
Admission I RI I

Keynote Speaker

hilt), are arrangements
Information i all

So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best of
dancing on the beach, athletic competitions, rum festivals,
limbo parties and more!
Beyond that, you’re invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we’ve made preparations for you. We’re going to be ready.
With open arms.
For-more information, contact
444 E Williamsareet

Allniose, C195]]2
408)292-b13

Ej March 23

Name
Address
City

Zip

Lfur Western Airlines

Fl)iiG

State
Telephone

INTER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS

COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS

Extraordinary challenges and rewards
await the creative Professional --at Four -Phase!

Stamford Bridge,Ltd,
Plilks. 7431
hientoPark.CAII4023
tutiOnl
044
1.040,1
9,1,1
Wet.

1014T CO.*

:10111,::

I. 4.1 010.

As pacesetters in the field of Distributed Data Processing. we offer you the opportunity
systems that keep us
to grow with us. You’ll be working on State of the Art systems
advanced and keep you ahead of the times Let’s get together and program your future .

4041

BSIE/ME’s

If you have an Engineering degree in the
Mechanical or Industrial disciplines, we’d
like to talk to you about opportunities as
Manufacturing Engineers at Four Phase.
Consider a young, successful organization with
1918 revenues in exceSs Of 5125 million
Consider

Plan to meet with us at

generous

MAW._ _ _

V..t.;Zet

Thursday, March 8
To

arrange

your

Career

appointment,
Placement

people oriented
visible

ornpany

with

advancement

be working with
Consider that you will
creative people who lake pride in their unusual

contact
Office

accomplishments

immediately.

10700 N. De Anza Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408/255-0900

SPONSORED 13Y UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA-DAVIS
Staff Personnel ()are,mc h (Intl &

a

benefits,

op
portunities and a brand new for ility offering an
unusually stimulating environment

ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

1,116 1c,, I 71,1

ano Stork,

Ant goal Diiirtlinitv Atiirmative A, lion I mplover

El April 6 - April 15

- March 31

Alright! Sounds good! I’ve checked the week 1
want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.

Dave Nobles started
for SJSU, and was pounded
for eight runs and 15 hits in
less than six innings.

talking I,,,,, ioh c hallenme,
I xpentint irig harriers to ph advan, efillilli,
Worth more than your present ph !nth, ates,
I nud answers to these questions and noire at

Sattirdav Mao Iii I 1.47g
III Davis Memorial Onion. Room MU II
II 10,1 rti I p m

Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach there’s
going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation break. And
after the sun goes down.., well, you know the effect the
moonlight has on a celebration. We can only hope it won’t
be a full moon.
Because from now through April 21 we’re opening the
Bahamas/Paradise Island to a wave of American College
students. We have reason to believe that the wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$368 including air fare and hotel.

Corky Wyrick got the
Spartans out in the ninth,
and earned a save.

areer,

CONFERENCIA FEME NIL
"Women and Careers"

SPAR TASTUFF Wally Rank was named to the All PCAA second learn
Pacific’s Terrance Carney and Ron Cornelius, Utah State’s Dean Hunger.
Fresno stakes Art Williams. Long Beach’s Rickey Williams and Cal State
Fullerton’s Calvin Roberts were named to the last team

rt

reliever
However,
Mark Langston ended up
taking the loss falling to 1-2
on the season.
The second game was a
bit tamer, perhaps because
it lasted only seven innings.
Robles hit a two-run
homer for SJSU in the first,
but starting pitcher Russ
Hayslip’s wildness in the
second started the Spartans’downfall.
Hayslip walked the
first two batters in the
inning, and hit the third,
which is a no-no in any
park, let alone Poly Field.
The Mustangs ended
up scoring only two times
in the second, but got two
more in the third on first
baseman Paul Hertzler’s
home run.
Cal Poly scored what
proved to be the winning
run in the fifth inning, and
got three more tallies in the
sixth, to insure the
doubleheader sweep.
Hayslip fell to 3-2 with
the defeat.
"Its’s impossible (to
pitch there)," Hayslip said.
"It’s psychological too.
You’re afraid to throw a
pitch down the middle
because a popup is a home
run.
"That park (Poly)
makes PAL look like
Yankee Stadium," Menges
said.
The Spartans will
return to action Friday
when they host University
of Pacific in the first game
of a crucial three game
California
Northern
Association
Baseball
series.
SJSU is currently three
games behind Fresno State
in the NCBA’s first half
race, with only six to go.
Saturday, the Spartans
will travel to UOP for a
doubleheader, before
returning to San Jsoe
Municipal Stadium for a
game
10
welcome
homestand.
At least they don’t have
to go back to Poly Field.

INTERNATiONAI SOCCERT ShiRTs

Hopefully, the conference will deal with a more
concerned company when it comes to television
rights a company concerned with the fans who
pay their way to PCAA games all year but cannot
afford to come down to Anaheim for three days.

l’ootiong

Guevara blamed most of the losses this season on the
team’s inexperience and like most young teams, the

Whenever a team goes through the type of season the
Spartans did, it seems the critics come out of the woodwork, yelling for the coach’s scalp.
Guevara, who’s contract is up for review shortly, said
he hadn’t heard anything about any dismissals or contract
extentions. "I don’t know what’s happening with that and
I’m not worried about it. I’m interested as to what the
review is all about," he said.

Claustrophobic ballpark, Cal Poly team
add up to a pair of losses for baseballers

Dimensions of the
outfield fences aren’t
posted, but on first glance,
or any other glance, Poly
Field resembles a Little
League park more than a
college field.

Hopefully, PCAA commissioner Lew Cryer and
his people will examine the present system and try
, to see that justice is meted out, for the first round
anyway.

Stretch Graham, a transfer from Oral Roberts, was
redshirted this year and whether he can do the job is
another question mark. Steve Swarbrick is a hard
worker but he’s more valuable off the bench.

Spartans got down on themselves after the losses piled up.
"We went through a lot together," said Guevara.
"One thing that made me proud of this team was the way
they hustled their butts off all season. They didn’t quit and
I was impressed with that."
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feature
Dancing is life for SJSU student
As a teenager,
Wilson turned her interest to dancing’s
choreographic aspects.
found
She
has
satisfaction in creating
and teaching dance
steps for some community and local high
musical
school
productions.
"I get a lot of
beginners," she related.
"Within six to eight
weeks I have them
proud of their dancing.
It’s neat to know I
pushed them to get
there."
She is currently
choreographing for her
19th and 20th musical
productions. Wilson also
teaches tap and jazz at a
San Jose dance studio.

By Karen Ewing
Debbie Wilson has
been dancing through
life since she was three.
"I just got it into my
head that I wanted to
dance and kept bugging
my mom to let me," the
22-year-old SJSU senior
said.
Wilson’s insistence
Lai to lessons in tap,
jazz, ballet, Hawaiian,
Tahitian,
belly,
ballroom, disco, square
and modern dance at
various San Jose area
studios and at SJSU.

She learned to tap
dance first and it
remains her favortie.
"Maybe because it
is always a happy
dance," Wilson said.
"Other people ( the
audience) feel it too."
At age four, Wilson
said she lacked the
discipline necessary for
ballet and found it
boring. This semester
she is enrolled in a SJSU
ballet class which she
said is enjoyable.

being
Despite
enrolled in 17 units, the
SJSU theater arts major
finds time for at least 25
hours a week for her
dance interests. Wilson
said that if she is at her
Saratoga home for more
than one hour any afternoon her mother will
jokingly say, "To what
do we owe this honor?"
Wilson has received
two dance honors. The
first was winning the
1974 Santa Clara County
Fair’s senior talent
contest. In 1975 she was
second runner-up for
Northern California’s
Dance
Masters
of
America’s Miss Dance
Contest.

she
Although
originally wanted to
own a dance studio,
Wilson is now considering the administrative portion of
dancing. She is coupling
a business minor with a
dance concentration in
her major.
Administrative
work is more varied,"
Wilson said. "Being
involved with the
theatrical part helps me
to be sympathetic as an
administrator," she
added.
Wilson is SJSU’s
Dance Department’s
student director and
promotes all of its dance
Last
concerts.
Wedesday, Wilson was
hired by the San Jose
Civic Light Opera to do
public relations work.
She had been interning
for that organization
before being hired.
Despite these jobs,
she is not sure it administrative work is for
her.
A trip to New York
City this summer may
help her decide, Wilson
said. After attending a
one-week dance convention there she will
spend the remaining
time taking as many
dance classes as
possible at various New
York City studios.
"Maybe I’ll see
clearly as to what I want
to do," Wilson said. "I
have to decide, then I
can do what I want."
left,
has
Wilson,
been dancing since
she was three. She’s
now
the
Dance
Department’s student
director
and
works for the San
Jose
Civic
Light
Opera.

’Hands on’ practice

Nuclear lab work unique
By Patrick McGreevy
At SJSU’s Nuclear
Science Facility, students
are being given the opportunity to gain hands on
with
experience
sophisticated
nuclear
monitoring and counting
equipment.
It is this opportunity
that makes the facility,
"one of a kind
in the
world," according to
supervising faculty
members.
"We’re able to train
students on radioactive
tracing equipment," Ruth
Yaffe, faculty coordinator
said. "So they’re better
prepared for their job after
leaving here."
The facility occupies
three floors of a wing in
Duncan Hall, and offers
work with radioactive
sources,
up-to-date
equipment, lab areas for
classes and smaller lab
areas for research.
"What really makes
this unique is that students
can operate equipment that
elsewhere is available only
to experienced workers in
research labs," Roger
Kloepping, radiation safety
officer for the facility, said.
Because the students
work with radioactive
sources such as Carbon 19,
Thallium 204 and Tritium,
they are required to take a
safety
course
before
working in the facility.
Other precautions are
taken during their lab
work. Each student must
wear a film badge, sensitive to radiation, that is
developed every two weeks
to determine the amount of
radiation the student has
been exposed to.
The students also must
wear gloves and lab coats
and are checked by Geiger
counters
stationed
throughout the facility.
A complicated air filter
system, by constant air
changes, exhausts the air
of radioactive particles,
according to Kloepping.
The large sources,

flashback
3 years ago today:
A $.5 million A.S.
budget, the largest in
SJSU’s history, was unveiled by A.S. President
John Rico.
Out of that, approximately $100,000 was
supposed to be from a $5
increase in part-time fees.

Tickets were being
scalped for $15 to $20
outside San Jose Civic
Auditorium for a Lynyrd
Skynyrd performance.
Out of the singers for

the group was Ronnie Van
Zant, later killed in a plane
crash with several other
Skynyrd members.
6 years ago today:
A controversy was
brewing in San Jose city
government concerning the
feasibility of districting.
Councilmen Al Garza
and Joe Colla spoke out
against it, with Colla
saying, "You cannot set up
a city by dividing it into
islands against one
another, yet this is what
districting will do."

said, "he calls up the
person you want to talk to
and connects the radio to
the
telephone
line."
However, he added, "it’s
still all by chancewe have
to find a ham in the area."

Going through periods
of high and low activity
since the ’30 s, the club now
has about 15 members.

Smith said that
students are not using the
free service "probably
because they don’t know
about it."

"We have been very
active the last two years or
so," said Rich Smith, club
president,
"especially
since we got our new
equipment."
Some of the new
equipment came from A.S.
funding in the amount of
$2,058, and some was
donated by club members.
As a service to
students, members of the
club will try to place long
distance calls for them.
"If a student wants to
talk to someone in New
York or where ever, we’ll
try to find a ham in the
area.

If we find one," SMith

Smith’s interest
in
amateur radio stems from
his fascination with
technical parts and the fact
that it is possible to communicate through the
airwaves with someone a
long distance away.

contests. "The object,"
Smith said, "is to contact
as many people in as many
countries as possible within
a specified time period."
Smith believes that the
experience of amateur

10th ANNIVERSARY SA

XERO
,,, s
photo by Jell PohorsA

Flasks of radioactive chemicals await student use
in Nuclear Science Facility lab.
used in research projects a faster method of testing
BRING THIS AD.
are kept in seven meter the water in their sewage
SELF SERVICE
wells in the cellar. The treatment plant for
sources are moved in and radiation levels, inorganic
MULTIPLES
out of the facility in lead materials and biological
shells by a monorail track contamination.
AMERICAN COI
along the cellar’s ceiling.
Another project un4071. SWIM ( 1.1,1 Si
"The
safety derway, headed by Leon
(between Sit, mid 10th
precautions are necessary Yengoyan, a biochemist at
255-6600
of course," Kloepping said,
"but we try to help the
students understand,
through their work, that
they needn’t be deathly
afraid of radioactivity,
they should respect it.
Students from the
biology, chemistry, and
physics departments use
the lab to increase the
scope of their experience,
according to Kloepping.
In addition, graduate
and
undergraduate
students may work on
research projects carried
on in the facility.
One current project is
You’re working for a college degree
to get you started in life You can reinresearch, supported by
force
that degree and get a better
NASA and the Santa Clara
start through Army ROTC. You’ll get
County Water District,
management training Self-discipline
(SCCWD) to come up with
A sense of confidence You’ll earn the
extra credentials that will set you
apart as a responsible achiever You’ll
also receive $2500 over your last two
years in the Advanced ROTC Program No matterwhether your career
plans are civilian or military, Army
ROTC provides opportunities for both
-- active duty with a starting salary of
over $12.000 or reserve service
Twenty more Vietnam
while employed in the civilian comwar POW’s arrived in
munity Get started for life after
college Get started in Army ROTC
California, with 60 more
arriving at four different
Call Chris Clark at 277-2985
bases around the country.
or come to room
310 Mac Quarrie Hall.
7 years ago today:
Three men and three
women were seated as
jurors in the murder,
kidnap and conspiracy trial
of Angela Davis.

GET STARTED
FOR LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE.

ARMY ROTC.
THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.

The United Professors
of America expressed
disgust at budget cuts
planned for state colleges.
TED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Airways open channels to distant friends
for amateur radio operators in club
By Mar!, T. Lee
Since the
1930s,
members of SJSU’s
amateur radio club have
been scanning the airwaves in search of interesting people to talk to.

SJSU, is looking for way
synthesize steriods,
derivative of cholestero
The facility is fun
by state money and
research grants fr
groups like NASA and I
and public sources sucl
SCCWD.
A new compu
system, independent of
engineering departmer
is the latest addition to
facility.
The computer
allow qualified stuck
and researchers to hal
control
instrume
through the computer,
work with real ti
programming rather t
time sharing as is use(
the engineering dep
ment’s computer.

(-5114.!
C.04fir

radio is a rewarding one.
"You’re able to talk to
people all over the world on
the radio," he said, "and at
the same time you learn
about radios, electronics
and antennas."

How about
a date, baby?
Meet me at 7:00
or 10:00, Morris
Dailey Auditorium?

See Europe and
New Zealand
Two FREE films on
Economical Travel
1. "Cossack"

’

’

2. "Camping Treks in
New Zealand"

i’eer

..

"you develop a lot of
friendships," Smith said.
Adding he now has friends
who he talks to regularly in
Japan ana Australia.
There are over one
million ham operators
worldwide now and English
is their universal language.
SJSU’s club regularly
sponsers amateur radio

11:30, 1:00
Tuesday, March 13
SJSU Chamber Council
2nd level Student Union
(ail Andy Meserth
1011 more info:
292.10i

BACKPACKERS International
Adventure Center &
Trip & Travel Planning Co.,

.... leACI.: 41.111"

li

#1111111.1e

ilk

Wednesday Cinema presents
"Looking for Mr. Goodbar" starring: Diane Keaton
Admission: Only $1.00
Next Wed.: The Cheap Detective

%MTh
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arts and entertainment
oore’s fiddlin’
o highlight show
A little bit of Texas will
presented tomorrow in
SJSU Music Building,
Tiny Moore, mandolinist
Bob Wills’ Texas
yboys band, will be
iking himself right at
ine from 10:30 a.m.
The
country -swing
isician will lecture,
ininisce and pick and
die with students from
of. Allen Strange’s
story and Development
Country Music class as
.11 as the general public
The
musician’s
hedule will bring him to
150 from 10:30 to 11:30
n. to tell stories from the
st.
From 11:30 to 12:30
he will be displaying
untry fiddling styles in
e concert hall and after
30 p.m. he will be
scussing jazz
imovisation
with
the
indolin and violin in
!83.
’His influence on
itar players and the
ice he held in western
ing with Wills’ band is
ynumental," Strange
id about tomorrows

classifieds

The SJSU professor
said that the Playboy’s
music could best be
described as the middle of
the road between jazz and
western music.
"They were the first
western band to use drums
and a horn section,"
Strange said.
"The
musicians union wouldn’t
even give them a union
card."

BASEBALL
Quick

announcements

WANTED

Dr

Lapin.

Pay

SJSU stixtent) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party

pick

condition Will arrange
Phone (toll free)
ANYTIME"

up

1000 835 2246

order

No experience High Pay. See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia. So

send

America Career Summer!
sits for Info

We

King

group
Tut
tour
tickets
available for Sunday July 229 00
AM SI2 call 241 3466

to SEAWORLD.

Boy 61035. Sacto , CA 95860

San

Ball,
1553

30

union Outdoor and conservation
activities

Needed SJSU Grad

High

and more

RCA YOGI.. BEAR!
operators,

Ride

characters,
tenance.

Fast.

Accurate

and

NOW
FRONTIER

COLOR

THE

IS

FOR

’74 CHEVROLET N090

determine

me

AM/FM

Your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life I give you

Moore, who has been
with the Playboys since
1946, is also the string
arranger for the Merle
Haggard road show.

By

appt.

only.

Hatchback.
new

cassette,

stereo

steel belted radial tires, 6 cyl .3

movie to

spd.. 20 mpg. S2,695. Call 338

and vicinity. Call 1 722 7761
OVERSEAS JOBS

MINI dirt bike, 560 ’69 Olds Delta I
dr..

Solid,

dependable

SpOrtatiOn.

S400.

Call

portfolio.

tran

for

minded

You

Campus

UTAH,
with

SJSU

, Three one-act student directed plays, "Trifles,"
,Thite Lies," and "Curtains," will be performed in the
idio Theatre 8 p.m. today through Saturday. $1.50
ii:lents; $3 general.

SKI

for

break

CLUB.

FIVE

"Los Microwaves," a country music festival, noon
tporrow in the S.U. Upper Pad, Free.
Jazz Ensemble Concert 8:15 tomorrow night in the
‘Msic Concert Hall. Free.
ttbrosia 8 p.m. tomorrow at Morris Dailey Auditorium.
30 advanced students; $6.50 at the door. TicketS
.tilable at A.S. Business Office and at BASS.
Local
Camera One: "The Front" and "THe Candidate"
’4inning 7:15 tonight. "The Naked Seven" and "Sword of
litice" tomorrow and Friday at 7 p.m. $2 students; $2.50
ieral.

home, stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s VT Rs, videoscreens
Everything you
and games
need in home entertainment at 5
to 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg

Solar Plexus, specializing in fusions of jazz, rock,
ssical and ethnic music, will paly at the Kutunbwa Jazz
pter in Santa Cruz 9 p.m. Friday. $3.50.

small selection

The Country Store, Sunnyvale: Garcia Brothers,
!light; Poker Face, tomorrow. Call 7360921 for times.
,1 Mountain Charley’s Saloon, Los Gatos: Swallow Tail,
, light; Chanter, tomorrow and Friday. Call 354-2510 for
toes.

prices

at

anytime weekends. Ask for Ken
Audio Enterpirses Has it!
Mobile

EXPERIENCE

Disco

and

Peter

B.

Shows

Light

with
sound

Tremendous

and lighting effects
available for all occasions Call

systems

(4081267 3156.

choreographeridanc
student produced

HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,

ideas
within
a
movement
narrative framework and see
the results on film Call Bill, 737

Let’s get together and give Y.
better coverage for less money
CALL MORY STAR, 2$3 3277 or
4463649.

movie

1544
for
wanted
WOMEN
amateur photographer $6 Pill.
Call Jay Vora! at 73$ 1188 for

ASIAN

details.

Slow

motion/fast
motion.
3
lens,
pistol grip. $175 Call 236 6276
YAMA1gA

Enduro
6,600 miles

cond..

for

children’s filrn. No pay but in
teresting opportunity to explore

larnm non reflex

camera

SOO.

Exc

50 mpg.
Asking 51.100. 2799105 after 1
p rn.

53 50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU(you can study while
you work). Hours to fit your
scnedule. Also typing and office
work part time near campus,

LIVE IN

good

BABYSITTER.

’66 Mustang auto 789
condition (needs minor

JOBS
ON
SHIPS!
American.
foreign. No experience required.
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide

CO 7.

Box

2049,

dinners

room

student

board

and
For

for

right

company

and

friendship for older

Professional

man.

Involved

Active

and

in

and weekends 247 7723
Fern.

needs

mator
NURSING
Roornate share

2 bdrm. apt
51S25 and 1/2 util/mo. Neat,
Studious
responsible student.

Para

1978 Tahiti Super Tiger Ski Boat. 460
Ford, Panther Jet, $1900 down,
getting married! Kevin 2119560

I.A.

major. 8140/m0- PIUS
Avail.,

records

HOUSE FURNISHED. Avail June
1. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/gBio, garage,

manent

and

basis.

on a Per
make my

payment of $275ano, plus your
utilities

Please

short

send

application/resume to "owner."
Cici George Stump, 1058 N. 4th.
St., No I. San Jose, CA 95112.
2 bath
Large Modern 2 bedroom
Apt.
$300/rno.
furnished
Available March

1. 550 South

Ilth Street. 733 6433
Studio and extra room unfurnished
quiet Carport Adults No pets
available
blk from campus
March 10th call before 6 pm
294 2477

complete

San Jose. CA 951I2

stereo

I hOpe POMMY got
LEE ’SAN’ B
the message across Am dying
call
meet
you
Please
to
BRUCE 2170020

compacts,

portables and an
CeSSOrteS tor car, home. stage or
studio use We also have TVs,
V T Rs, videos, reens and games

OTHERS
FREE WAY

percent
at
5
to
SO
DISCOUNTS!
Wto else can
Offer you
over 280 brands?
All

C ROWDED? R2 D2
Love

Virtually every model on the
market! Factory sealed cartons

Wale

w’full warranty plus an optional
yr warranty for parts AND
tabor? All accessories AT cost

services

wzpurchase of any system?
FREE advice, delivery, testing,

and

set up? Super low Sale
prices ALL the time 5 free LPs
with each purchase? Complete

TYPING

ACCURACY,

price quotes wino extra charges
right over the phone? No hype.

NEATNESS, and DEADLINES

tations

Approved by San Jose

State

University

No BS, individualized one to one
service?
TERPRISES

Graduate

Department. IBM Sel

II

NOM

smoker 288

charter

y

San Jose,Blossom Valley Area
Janet. 227 9525

any
for
a
Wedding
Photographer? Images by John

are exoressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at

deie note.

and

MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
tt
SJSU lyom, can study while

ASK

8356

travel

EXPERT

TYPING
20
years
Correcting
experience
IBM
Selectric Term papers, theses,

CHARTER

FLIGHTS 1979.. We
represent all charter operators
LONDON ( mckling Laker)

reports, manuscripts, etc. ion

PARIS

Graduate Typist List). Blossom
Hill area Call Kathie, 578 1216,
9am 9pm

ovrerm papers etc

’Fast
SliPO Sheila, 279 9129

.

FRANKFURT

DUSSELDORF

seegiCe.

YUGOSLAVIA
RICA

.

LIMA, PERU

RIO
HONG KONG
MANILA TOKYO

DeJANE IRO

Writing and editing resumes

TEL AVIV

Term papers.

S1GNAPORE

Exp. typist

reasonable

AUSTRALIA

Selectric

11

Youth Hostel cards

LEMKE’S Typing Service

personals

and

last

Phone

Company

chariot

Travel

Specialists) 444 E Wm Street
(blocks from Togo’s) San Jose,
CA 95112. 292 1613 Mon Fri 00

Computerized bio rythms 54/30 days
chart. 52/e0ery add 30 days Call
LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man He likes
music and writing. Lives near

Overseas

books
Luggage
Mal.
backpacks and other travel aids
Trip and Travel Planning

_
.
Thesis, term papers, etc

Experienced
2690674

Identity

placement
job
U.S A .
CANADA
and
MEXICO
TRAVEL
Hard to find Travel

Student

Rates 292 4720
TYPING

Student

Card issuance . Eurail. Student
Rani! and Britrail passes

252 8058
If

TAIPEI

HONOLULU
YORK
CITY
.
Plus
student flights throughout Asia.
Africa and the middle East
NEW

Fast, accurate.

IBM

COSTA

JAMICA

Medical/Legal typing and trans
Publications/Brochures

PROF

..

(Amsterdam’s

new gateway)
ZURICH
COPENHAGEN
GENEVA
SHANNON
BRUSSELS
MADRID
.
MtLAN

International

lost and found

for

269 /937

student ID cards For appointment.
call 2019951

on

time weekends.

KEN.

LOOKING

(SOUTH AMERICA)

amistados
echarnos

AUDIO
EN
has it all! The

Widest selection of the highet
I ideltty at the lbwest prices. Call
255, 5550 M they F after 2 p.m .

South

9473 155 South 11th st.
bedrOOM lure Apt. Clean quiet,
sunny. All util. paid $20000 plus.
Den near SJSU. Avail the 22

Your
buying

Service tor stereo components,

and

HAPPY Birthday Deal Alaba

electronics

consumer

society
ATTENTION SJSU
THE
WAS

is

ENTERPRISES

AUDIO
If you have room in your life to love
a cat or dog please go to the
Santa Clara County Humane

EXPERT typing and proofreading
gloom and Boar.* 1135 a ITIO study
hours and off street parking. 179

y

Best

offer. Pls call 298 7231 (ask for
Mary) if interested.

Her tr lc Call Carol, 6291359

For

GUARANTEED
Experienced
in Masters, Reports. Disser

edif icio de Home Economics o
also

no. to sell fast

known secrets

detailed report send only $6 00 to
JORDON M. 408 5 9th No D

FEMALE wanted to share 2 bdrrn..2
ba. apt, near campus with 26 yr.
deposit and utilities.
3/15. Kevin. 293 5290.

my

horn.. all tyPeS Repots, term
papers, letters. resumes Fast
IBM
accurate service Wog

comply 288 7490

old

done,

PROFESSIONAL typing

Country FREE on maior airlines
provided they know my little

atrnos 7 min from campus Rec

catesaso cuando el tiernpo nos
permita
1 1342 1538
Toque la
puerta del Men’s Locker Rrn

take over payments must sell,

tapes

THE AIRLINES HATE MEi
I
mound a loophole that allows
to lit
across the
anybody

Chilerios,

Espanoles

pare

Meticanos

Same pay Call
Don. 994 0149. 5 to 6 p.m. only

Sat. 10 3.

779 3002 evenings

carnpus. 298 2308.

Warehouseman Driver $1.00 per hr.
work lpm to Spm, three to five

meeting schedule or just more
information call our events tape
298 GAYS
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
free

for

supplies.

Send

illustrated

catalog.

Contact

Supplies,

Boo
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

days/wk

7453’

DO YOU need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the

Spartan

Quarterly You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180

required. Phone Mrs. Emir, 298
1900 Year round Opportunity
Experienced PeOPle needed to work
at Sun ’n Soil fur& Food Store
and Restaurant in food service

flexible enough to try a new
or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2532

AM

null to mark up to resell

WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards.
all years and types, especially
Bowman. Goudy, Post. Lea Top
Prices paid Call Peter F ield

on

man. 29, work pt
wknds in Los Gatos

Jewelry

part or

Full time
10
Key
operators for tax season. In
terviewing now Tax Corporation

ADDRESSERS

disabled

$3 50/hr 3562716.

full

managers

area

sales

trainers

high

Ex

commissions

Will interview
Paid
pointment only
Call
after 4 p m

Wanted

needs

Company
time

and

ceptionally

294

75/carton

998 4666

Jackson
home

young buddy. N ic ki.

3613 291 3131
$3

forget?

HE’S hit the big time!!! Have a
great 20th birthday Don. Your

National

CIGARETTES

you

Browne proofs
I’m at
waiting Julie, 298 4490.

formation at 287 13887

Aid for

for more information

of America 1060 Minnisota

Ar!!!
CAROL. did

KIM. Birthday kisses tO my honey
buns "SMACK "Lone, Mouser

and

about the writing craft
style

BIRTHDAY Hawes to KMS from
your friendly RBR pal. Ar Ar

area

Full time and part time
positions available Please call
Sue Ann or Ron for more in

class, and work with concerned
supervision
professional
We
want people who’re serious

PART TIME.
TO THE PERSON who returned my
. Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hall. Thank You Very Much

to fit your school
Good driving record

schedule

Publication

PROF. E xp Typist Fast, accurate.
reasonable. IBM Selectric II
2520050

help wanted

and

setting which is very conclusive

Cheap

FREE

Fijika 35mm TAMURA on case
found call 292 8471

Argentinos,

BUSCA

Bolivianos.

Stereo for sale

in my home by
loving mother Part time or full
Meals, toys. playmates
2
$I 50,hr
one crild.
SI,Mr
time

Port

Angelees, WA 98362.

days

discussions, rap

potluck

other activities. We provide an
informal educational social

Lens

call first 293 1311

travel. Summer job or career.
Send 13 for Info. to SEAFAX,

12000. Newly rebn

new Cyls and Pistons etc $250
each. 269 3117 even.. 277 3073

BABYSIT TING

Love

10 percent discount to students with

Dept.
VW Engine,

Light

housekeeping. Room, board and
small weekly salary. Call 267
6028.

work) good buy! 5725 call 998
9925 ask for Ed

Thurs at RPM in the Guadalupe
led

fireplace,

courtyard, parking. 02 per wk
share. $55 single 203 5 11th St

371

FOR SALE

peach pie,

TYPO GRAPHICS, INC

Realistic STA 225.
$0 Watts RMS. Excellent FM
Reception.
Beautiful
wood

grain. New 5400, sell $ISO
7718

Don. 998.049n

same pay. Call

Stereo Receiver

Rm of the SJSU Student Union.

by a0
72$ 9316

Assist the elderly in their own
homes Choose your own hours
No lees Call us now! Quality

excellent pay

Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane. Suite
121. Dallas. TX 15311

Carr’

21e 7047

FUN and
EXCITEMENT

me Adorable

in pictures! An
elegant color portrait by John,
for yOu Or in give 10 someone

SLEEP IN OR OUT

since youve seen

It’s nice to know that you’ll be
there it I need you . And youli
always smile
it’s all wor
thwhile .’11 be there if you need

You ought to be

COMPANIONS

Immediately. Work at home
no experience
necessary

BOBBY . So many times when the
city seems to be without a
I riendly lace . A lonely place

IT’S BEEN A
LONG TIME BABY..

spec tat Call John 769 793/
Attention SJSU and Others Was Ito
Ir eeway rowded
R7 02

check the

Good Times Guide
on f htirs(1,)%

679 6939
PROFESSIONAL
proofreading

AIM

fro’’,
For

Student rates Jeannie. 274 1970

transportation

lodging, hits and parties

Al!,,

and Snowbird included Sign on
at table In Art Quad area and al
meeting on Thursday. March I
in Engineering 132 at 7 30 per
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood

E S T

will

have a Video Guesi
Seminar in the S U Costanoan
9,
Room
March
Friday,

Everyone welcome to attend

.10 havers aiia spai es ter

1,1, 0 I ,,,,,

add,
’,ere

One
("vs
4 lines
S lines
h hoes

day,

idays

2 00

1 00
1 50

26
2 79

2 5(7

300

300

3 50

SO

day
SI 50

!eye

nom,’

days

da,

days
2 40

2 50

2 90

300

3 25
3 75

3 40
j 30

4 00

50

50

3 50

h addinonal lona add
SO

Match 3 lion VS/members and
512 non members Discover in,.
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere Joe Patterson, 168
3579, 295 6705

.
(a, h

SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City, Alta
and Snowbird over Easter

Includes

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES--

and editing

Five fantastic day,
Vacation
and nights April! 13 Only 91110

FOR INFORMATION SEE
VERN WING AT THE
STUDENT UNION ON
MARCH 7 & 8, OR
CALL HIM AT 2 79 3477

Need

Grease is the ward

about

typing and off ice work part time

to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend For our
you can be

IN
1.5.
INVITES
you

wanted

er

at your home, or at my off ice

’77

MAJOR

inventive

GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
most
meets
Union
Student

Speaker

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV

to housesit my home
DANCE

near campus.

groups,

Smokey Mountian Saloon, Campbell: Cornell Hurd
’and, tonight. Call 866-8288 for times.

the Sound

at

high

the

Pacific, or the thrown together
junk systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255 5550. MC alter 7 pm.

DISCO

’ Bodega, Campbell: Greg Kihn Band plus Mark Ford
,nd, tomorrow; Airtight, Friday and Saturday. Call 374)0 for times.

year,

5

at cost w/purc hese of any
system! 5 FREE L Ps with each
Purchase! If you’re tired of the
works,

"Our Town," a play by Thorton Wilder, will be
sented 8 p.m. tomorrow through Saturday at San Jsoe
y College. $2.50 general; $1.50 students.

optional

extended wrnty. All accessoriel:

per

cable TV. W/D Prefer a couple

BOLEX Camera

nearly 300 brands of audio
per
compacts,
components,
tables, and accessories for auto.

$30

Wk snare, S50 wk single, 122 N
8th st 279 9504

SALES

interesting,
prof itable
Your
hours
Experience
required.

STAFF. Your insurance needs
AUTO,
HOME,
FIRE,

Sign ups

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest
prices! AS is your consumer
buying service for
elect, rocs

Plus

Expenses

(collegiate 5.3 I. 14151 835 9781

Also coming up is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY, Feb.
170th Come join us for fun and

wrnty.

Monthly.

paid. Sightseeing. Free info.

for sale

start Feb. 27th at 7.30 a.m. in the
Almaden Room. Student Union.

sun in the mountains

. "Looking for Mr. Goodbar," starring Diane Keaton, 7
d 10 today at Morris Dailey Auditorium. $1.

America,

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND

Spring

5180.00

S.

ADVERTISING

DAYS skiing at Park City, Alta
and Snowbird; Transportation,
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included

MO $1,200

for
Dress
Business
the
never have to

During

Europe.

Inquire

fees.

make a clothes mistake again
SKI

Summer/year

Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields.

377 1660

Also,

Success

in Santa Cruz

Write: B.H.P Co., Box 4690 SB,
Berkeley, CA 94704

Lynne
Carol
colors.
Bowman, MA.. 347 2504, 5,30
7-.03 p.m. most eves. 1 larn 1pm

CAIENdAR

round.

after 5 p.m.

details

Saturdays.

be filmed

parking

and maidisery . TV
everything furitoMsed,

Business and Community. Eve

SURFERS WANTED as actors in
surfing
protected
Hollywood

References

Sliding scale of

VILLAGE

6276.

about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description in a

summer
person

AMUSEMENT PARK

FASHION

Let

SPRING!

part time

in

..

Jail lessons any instrument except
bass or percussion. call 2718077

7Ist

children Call Carol. 679 1359
MOTHER OLSONS
from
Two Houses across st
campus. kitchen, facilities. linen

main

Sales,

Apply

Jose Call Paty 984 1641

services.

Immediate
full time

openings,

automotive

costume

food

merchandise

reasonable too. IBM Selectric
Give rne a try, I’m in West San

How

Happy

Near

CARE!

CHILD

loving tare, hot meals
and extr as Please cal! 297 8515
School,

Marcy (room lei and Wendy 1 the
R A ) Call Mei

linen and maid serv

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!

Salvador, 103.

LICENSED

a day" You I two and Br icle
maid. MK belie Sandelein
Lori
birthday

housing

How and
Send $2 to

Sandwiches.

Gospel. Prosperity. 298 4509
TYPING

He later spent an afternoon "shooting the
breeze" with Moore at the
musician’s Sacramento
home. At that time he
asked Moore to speak at
SJSU.

$000 52.000

Alasco, PD. Box 2480, Goleta,
CA 93018

Burger.
Creps.
Margarets, 126 E San

Drinks

289

Summer lobs

paying.

where to get jobs

Vegetable
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Develop
Classes in Psychic
went,
Meditation,
Aquarian

Call

perimo Nat’l Parks. Fisheries.

student for AS

F Food

Market,

Rd

JOBS IN ALASKA

Council Must be tenacious!
HEALTH

Flea

00 weekdays

Logging,
SIERRA Club meeting Toes 7 30
Rrn
student
Guadalupe
pm

Jose

12000 Berryessa

CALHOUN Congrat s on
Y., engagement" i wish rOU
happiness and love forever and

JANiCE

(halfway)

public from 10 am to 6 pm
Sat Sun Contact Arcade Skee

guarantee lowest
prices Call Ed at 238 14690r 925
6971

FREIGHTERS

CRUISE

wants
PhotOgenii
for hvtdelong
Athietic
ripe build helpful Call 730 3553.
evenings atter 6 O m
Males

Need aggressive perSOnality,
able to assume responsibility
Part time lob. working with

BEAUTIFUL stained glass artwork
Windows on display or custom

JOBS

Photoorapher

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY

$5,hr 2063279
MEN. WOMEN.

Hours Goog
$5 00/hr

Iv oblf

Aides, Ord .

OM’S, 16 93/hr.. RN’s. WV
SOfTle
Experience
Require
Call 287 1749 for Appt

610
MEN’S,
$S
WOMEN’S, for class rings Any

PRO DJ

t

NURSING

Bus

PAYING

Strange said he first
met Moore at a fiddling
contest in Cloverdale.
"I heard someone
warming up before the
competition,"
Strange
said, "and I finally convinced myself it was his
style."

CARDS

Cash

Tower 763 or call 637 0191

Alf101011/10

Three

Senyesle, ’ate

es &wart,
nsues, 1J5 00

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

l’hel A a Clasithcarron
Announcements
Atanmotise
In, Sale

Help Wanted
ost and Found

Servo
I avia

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Personals

Love. Mark

Dimmihn

IIIVO

days print

Consertitiv moti6

10

ouhlit Minn

alion dol.1.

only

Nn refunds on cam-ellen ads
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Sac State hosts
Brown adviser
on environment
SACRAMENTO - "If
civilization is to survive,
part of its responsibility is
to care about the earth’s
natural systems," Huey
California’s
Johnson,
secretary of resources, told
environmentalist
an
convention Saturday.
Johnson, dressed in a
heavy wool sweater, blue
jeans and hiking boots, was
the keynote speaker for the
"Confluence" sponsored by
The Friends of The River
at
weekend
last
State
Sacramento
University.
"A remarkable environmentalist" is how
Johnson described his
employer, Gov. Jerry
Brown, at one point during
his 45-minute speech.
the
warned
He
estimated crowd of 300 that
his voice was only one of
seven in Brown’s cabinet,
and as such, does not
always prevail.
the en"If we
vironmental movement )
want to become a bigger
political force then we have
to produce the votes," he
said.
Labor was an example
cited by Johnson of 3
special interest that often
managed to lobby successfully with Brown
because of its known ability
to produce election day
votes.
There was a round of
applause when Johnson
told those attending the
third annual "Confluence"
that he supported only a
limited filling of the New
Melones Dam on the
Stanislaus River.
Friends of the River
was a leading group in the
1974 initiative campaign to
stop construction of that
dam. California voters, by
a small majority, approved
its construction.
There is a growing
awareness Californians
must work to save the
state’s natural resource,
Johnson believes.
An example of that,he
said, would
be San
Joaquin Valley Rotary
clubs applaud his speeches
stressing preservation of
the state’s resources.
When I tell the mayor
of Los Angeles and his staff
we are reaching the limits
on air and water and they
agree" things are
changing, Johnson continued.

Tenure problem
shown in report

One of "life’s little
pleasures" for Johnson is
bicycling to work along the
American River Bikeway
in Sacramento.
Levees have been
moved back, creating a
green belt along the river.
The bikeways and other
recreational uses located
inside are a good example
of how an "urban river"
can be preserved.
He proposed a similar
parkway for a 300-mile
stretch of the Sacramento
River.
"We have to accept
political reality, many
rivers in this state have
already been altered by
man," he said.
Conservation groups,
such as Friends of the
River, must be concerned
with the preservation of
these urban rivers, as well
as the pristine, undeveloped waterways of
the state, Johnson said.
Powerful water interests in the state are
beginning plans to build a
series of dams on the
American River above
Folsom Lake destroying
what Johnson described as
"the last major undeveloped white water
river" in the state.
These projects have
not yet entered the state’s
review process, but
Johnson warned those
the
"Conattending
fluence," that river lovers
should be preparing to fight
these
"dangerous"
projects.

ph.tr,h, (Arvid

More barefoot
days to come

Bargaining uncovers debate
(Continued from Page 11
"Students will bear
most of the brunt of this,"
Willis said, "Because there
will be less time available
for teaching and for office
hours."
Roy Young, political
science chairman, does not
see the issue as collective
bargaining. "I call it inand
stitutional
meet
confer," he said.
"It’s missing some

important arguments," he
said, "like the legality of
the right to strike and the
fact that it is the responsibility of the legislature
and the governor to decide
wages."
Pressure from taxpayers is also an important
factor, according to Young.
"I don’t really think
that Gov. Brown will be
impressed with collective
bargaining," Young said.
-There are more votes to
be gotten out there by
saying ’no’ to faculty than
by saying ’yes’."
Young also emphasized the "give and
take" aspect of collective
bargaining. He belives that
the first thing that would be
demanded by the state is
that professors work an 8to-5 day, perhaps even
punch a time clock.
"I would have no
serious objections to that."
Young said. "It would
probably encourage more
student and faculty interaction."
The differences between UPC adn CFA are
also an issue in the
collective bargaining plan.
UPC identifies itself as a
union, where CFA calls
itself
a
professional
organization.

Financial aid info
available for $ 25
Students in need of
financial aid can recieve
print-outs of scholarships,
loans, grants and workstudy sources availabel in
their major.
The Scholarship Bank
guarantees at least $110 in
aid. Students may apply by
writing for and filling out a
questionnaire.
The
questionnarie determines
eligibiltiy.
A $25 service fee is
required for the service.
Students unable to pay this
fee may receive a print-out

of at least 15 scholarship
sources for $15. The $25 fee
will give students up to 50
sources of possible aid.
Applicants will also
receive "How to Play
a
Grantsmanship,"
publication that will help
for
aid.
students apply
An application nay be
obtained by writing
Scholarship Bank, 10100
Santa Monica Md., No.
750, Los Angeles, CA. 90067.
Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope and the
$25 fee,

spartaguide
Christian
Nurses
Fellowship will meet at 5
p.m. today in Health
Build ing, room 405. All
health related professions
are welcome. Discussion
from the Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellowship
retreat on being a world
christian.
Call
Jane
Howard, 289-1301, for more
information.
Campus ministries will
hold Ecumenical Worship
i Protestant and Catholic)
at 12:30 p.m. today at the
Campus Christian Center,
300 S. 10th St. Lenten
homily by Dr. Roily Smith,
School of Social Work. Call
Pastor Roy Hoch. 298-0204,
for more information.

Campus ministries is
sponsoring a studentfaculty breakfast at 7:30
this morning at the
Campus Christian Center,
300 S. 10th St. Speaker will
be Dr. Gene Bernardini
who will speak on "The
Teacher as Democrat and
Republican." For reservations call 298-1204.
The Chicano Business
Students Association will
meet at 3:30 p.m. today in

the S.U. Pacheco Room.
For more information call
287-5054.

Janet Townsend, 287-1445,
for more information.

Alpha Lambda Delta
pledging will be held at 7:30
tonight in the S.U. Almaden
Room. All those interested
are asked to attend. Call
247-8482 for more information.

Career Planning and
Placement is holding
"What’s Going On In the
Interview," at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in Career
Planning Building Q. This
is a video tape of two
employers who offer
suggestions on how to interviewmore effectively.

Newman Center announces the opening of the
Christian student drop-in
center from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. weekdays downstairs
at the Campus Christian
Center. Call Terry, 2778255, or David, 265-9159, for
more information.

Try our

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

Typewriter Problems?
There’s help "2" blocks away!
SASS.

Mardis roma. Leese purchese p*r Rep. Service.

San Jose Typewriter Co.
279-1000

6 Adjust braes
1 Adjust valves

I lot uo

I

Sel loomo

a

I Change oil
Nee vents
5 lubrication

9 3 comas
oil
9 Admit carburetor
10 4 raw spirt plies

ONLY $

25

I I (heck compresstam
1) (Mel brake thritadd
1) (bed bitter, )leirladd
14 Check
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According to Norton,
more
is
"CFA
academically oriented and
more likely to act like
faculty
responsible
members who have a share
in running the unviersity.
"UPC glorifies in
being a union," he said.
"They get all excited about
going on the picket lines."
Norton added that he is
identify
to
reluctant
himself as a union member. "The point of view in
the academic communtiy
that labor must line up
against management is
just not reasonable," he
said.
According to CFA
President Lowell Walter,
"There is nothing that says
you have to be a union to be
a bargaining agent.
"The term you need to
think of is organization,"
he said. "I very definitely
think we need to elect an
agent especially with the
kind of governor we have."
Walter believes a
serious question that has
been raised is whether it is

premature to start a
petition drive.
"It is difficult to
organize an effective
petition drive," he said,
"and I hope we are not
doing it too early."

According to Academic
Senate President David
Newman, CFA, which is a
three
coalition, of
organizations, organized
because members felt they
needed this sort of alliance
to compete with UPC:
"CFA has some into being
in support of collecitve
bargaining rather late. The
member organizations
were traditionally not in
support of collective
bargaining."

Right now, you’re
seeking a dynamic career
where excellent performance is well rewarded.
If you’ve explored all
career avenues. you
recognize sales as the area
where you can apply your
independence, entrepreneurial talents, creativity
and competitiveness at
the focal point of business
the marketplace.
In essence, sales is the
(loosest thing to running
your own business while
working for a large
organization.
At Pfizer, our
$2 billion -plus sales encompass health care, chemical.
agricultural, material
science and consumer
literally, from
products
antibiotics to cosmetics.
We have achieved
dramatic results in world
sales have
markets
more than doubled in the
past six years.
Although a lifescience or business degree
is helpful, individuals
from a variety of disciplines achieve success as a
Pharmaceutical Sales
Representative. After a
comprehensive training
program, your primary

PLUS TAX

*:?-=

Science for the
World’s
Well -Being

OFFER GOOD FOR

AN Work, AN Makes, AN Year

All German ports included

Probationary ft
are considered for t
after a minimum of
years service, with
conditions described
as the criteria
evaluation.

COPIE
21 2
trc’o’cttigltl tsr
tninutann

KINKO
123 5 3rd SI
211:: 43311

Auto
Insurance

insurance
For college students
and youthful drivers
call

289-8681
Campus Insurance

task will be to effectively
communicate, to a sophisticated medical audience,
the pharmaceutical
products Pfizer sells.
A strong interest in
business is required to
become a Consumer
Product Sales Representative. While working with
your District Manager
to refine your selling skills.
you will have to meet
constantly changing needs
in the highly competitive

Pre I 972 fie ’WA All Soo, kerma’, Glee.
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The criteria
granting tenure wide
new standards are
fectiveness in teac
service to students an
University, scholar’:
artistic achievement
professional achiever,:

91 Paseo de Son Antonio
between 2nd and 3rd Sts,
by the fountain

From antibiotics to cosmetics:
Pfizer... career growth through sale5

11th and San Carlos
HOURS: MON-FRI 7:00 a.m.

,

for Regular Acad
Employees.’’
The thrust of
document is to grant to
only to those fac
members who " ...1
earned tenure or promo
by their achievements

Low Cost

Walter believes enough
signatures will be obtained
to hold an election for an
agent.
"The majority of
faculty will want an
agent," he said, "but we
will not have an agent
elected and ready to
represent us before the fall
of 1980."

estaMlne.

SPARTAN MOBIL
294-1562

79 seers al reiehles

24 S. 2nd St.

Students planning to
begin
fulfilling
requirements
for
a
Secondary School Teaching
credential, single subject
should immediately contact
the
Secondary
Education
Office,
Education Build ing, room
404. You will be given
forms to establish candidacy.

Bug Problems?

Finance Club will have
a membership meeting at 4
p.m. today in Business
Tower, room 50.

The movie "For
Tomorrow We Shall Diet"
will be shown at noon today
in the S.U. Umunhum
Room in conjunction with
Nutrition Week. The movie
is one of many activities
planned for the week. The
movie concerns the best
way to lose weight. Call

Ah, spring. Officially it is still two weeks
away. Yesterday’s warm weather brought
Allan Fisheer, a visitor to SJSU, and many
more sun worshippers out of doors to enjoy
the first hints of spring.

(Continued from Page D
SJSU’s
high
percentage of tenured is
causing a relative inability
to insure new appointments.
"This predicament
means a diminishing of the
University’s ability to
ensure that probationary
and tenured faculty
members will not be denied
retention for advancement
for reasons other than
those based upon considerations of merit or
professional
performance," according to
the FYAR.
The fact that younger
facalty members will be
the first to go will further
add to the problem by
causing a concentration of
older faculty members
over the next few years.
The ease with which
tenure was granted in the
past and the resulting high
population of tenured
faculty led to a tightening
of the standards for
granting tenure, a goal
which was realized in 1978
in an Academic Senate
report titled "Appointment,
Retention,
Tenure and Promotion
Standards and Procedures

An Equal Opportunity Emplo

markets of health and
beauty aids, fragrances
and cosmetics.
For the successful
representative we offer
rapid advancement as well
as an attractive salary.
incentive bonus and automobile. If you feel good
about yourself and your
potential in sales, please
send a copy’ of your resume
to Manager, Field Operations, Pfizer Inc., 215 East
a42nd St., 19th Floc
N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

